SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The following concentration of courses is appropriate for a student anticipating a career in specialized environments. These settings may include law, medical or business libraries, museums, scientific or technical centers, and may deal with music, art, rare books, or other specialized information resources in public or private organizations. Courses emphasize the analysis and management of programs and services, automation, and specialized client groups and resources.

RECOMMENDED:

520 – Records Management
618 – Online Information Retrieval Techniques
713 – Rare Books and Special Collections Librarianship
714 – Archives and Manuscripts
744 – Academic and Special Libraries
606 – Information Literacy and Library Instruction
669 – Government Information Resources
768 – Digital Information Representation
901 – Advanced Reference

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Any position in a special library. Among the job titles are information specialist, information services librarian, online content specialist, electronic resource librarian, digital resource librarian, taxonomist, and data service librarian/specialist.
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